PUBLIC INFORMATION STATEMENT...SERVICE CHANGE NOTICE 01-10
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE HEADQUARTERS WASHINGTON DC
910 AM EST FRI MAR 2 2001

TO:       FAMILY OF SERVICES /FOS/ SUBSCRIBERS...NOAA WEATHER
           WIRE SERVICE /NWWS/ SUBSCRIBERS...OTHER NATIONAL
           WEATHER SERVICE /NWS/ CUSTOMERS...NWS EMPLOYEES

FROM:     THERESE Z. PIERCE
           CHIEF...MARINE AND COASTAL SERVICES BRANCH

SUBJECT:  CHANGE OF ISSUANCE TIMES OF STORM SUMMARIES FOR
           LANDFALLING TROPICAL CYCLONES...EFFECTIVE JUNE 1 2001

ON JUNE 1 2001...THE HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL PREDICTION CENTER
   /HPC/...PART OF THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE/S NATIONAL CENTERS
   FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICTION...WILL CHANGE THE ISSUANCE TIMES OF
   THEIR STORM SUMMARIES. THESE SUMMARIES ARE ISSUED WHEN TROPICAL
   STORMS OR HURRICANES HAVE MOVED INLAND AND THE NATIONAL HURRICANE
   CENTER IS NO LONGER ISSUING ADVISORIES.

THIS CHANGE AFFECTS THE FOLLOWING PRODUCT:

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION      WMO HEADING          AWIPS ID      PIL ID
STORM SUMMARY    ACUS<41-45> KWBC     SCCNS<1-5>    NFDSCCNS<1-5>

THE NEW ISSUANCE TIMES ARE: 0300 UTC...0900 UTC...1500 UTC...AND
2100 UTC. THESE NEW ISSUANCE TIMES ARE TWO HOURS EARLIER THAN
ISSUANCE TIMES IN PREVIOUS YEARS. PRODUCT IDENTIFIERS/HEADERS
ARE NOT IMPACTED BY THIS CHANGE AND NO ACTION IS REQUIRED FOR THE
CONTINUED RECEIPT OF THESE PRODUCTS.

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS...PLEASE CONTACT
DAVID REYNOLDS...HPC...IN CAMP SPRINGS MD...AT 301-763-8000
EXTENSION 7317.

...NOTE TO INTERNET USERS...
THIS AND ALL OTHER NWS SERVICE CHANGE NOTICES ARE POSTED ON
/USE LOWER CASE/:

   http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/notif.htm
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